The information explosion in biology makes it difficult for researchers to stay abreast of current biomedical knowledge and to make sense of the massive amounts of online information. Ontologiesçspecifications of the entities, their attributes and relationships among the entities in a domain of discourseçare increasingly enabling biomedical researchers to accomplish these tasks. In fact, bio-ontologies are beginning to proliferate in step with accruing biological data. The myriad of ontologies being created enables researchers not only to solve some of the problems in handling the data explosion but also introduces new challenges. One of the key difficulties in realizing the full potential of ontologies in biomedical research is the isolation of various communities involved: some workers spend their career developing ontologies and ontology-related tools, while few researchers (biologists and physicians) know how ontologies can accelerate their research. The objective of this review is to give an overview of biomedical ontology in practical terms by providing a functional perspectiveçdescribing how bio-ontologies can and are being used. As biomedical scientists begin to recognize the many different ways ontologies enable biomedical research, they will drive the emergence of new computer applications that will help them exploit the wealth of research data now at their fingertips.
INTRODUCTION
The e-science era has brought a proliferation in both data and databases, as well as an exponential growth in published literature [1] . Researchers must aggregate and integrate all of this information, and they need tools to enable knowledge discovery in this data-rich paradigm [2] . They have recently begun using ontologies to describe the structure of their complex domains and to relate their data to shared representations of biomedical knowledge. Spurred by the impact and success of the Gene Ontology (GO) [3] [4] [5] , ontologies have captured the interest of the entire biomedical community. Many groups are creating ontologies, from biologists and bench researchers [6] [7] [8] to clinical researchers and clinical practitioners [9] [10] [11] [12] . There have been several reviews on biomedical ontology [13] [14] [15] [16] , highlighting or cataloguing many of the potentially promising ontologies that have appeared, as well as common ontology tools.
There are two complementary perspectives of bio-ontologies: (i) content-oriented view, concerned with the specific ontologies being created in biomedicine, and (ii) a functional view, dealing with how ontologies can be used to enable a diversity of biomedical applications. The content-oriented view has been addressed well in prior reviews [13] [14] [15] , describing the activities of individuals and communities engaged in creating and improving ontologies, projects to accumulate and catalogue ontologies and efforts to critique ontologies and to develop best practices for how ontologies should be created. The functional view focuses on ontology consumers-addressing how ontologies can assist biomedicalresearchers find information and interpret their data, as well as providing specific ideas to ontology creators and curators for novel ontologies and applications. In this review, we summarize biomedical ontology from this functional perspective, organizing the presentation according to how ontologies are used in biomedical applications.
FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW OF BIOMEDICAL ONTOLOGIES
A wide variety of artifacts are called 'ontologies' in the biomedical domain, leading to much debate and confusion. The most widely used ontological artifacts are terminologies, or controlled vocabularies (CVs). A CV provides a list of concepts and text descriptions of their meaning and a list of lexical terms corresponding to each concept. Concepts in a CV are often organized in a hierarchy. Thus, CVs provide a collection of terms that researchers can use for indexing resources, such as records in a database. The GO [3] is the most widely used CV serving biomedical researchers. The GO provides terms for declaring molecular functions, biological processes and cellular components of gene products.
Information models (or data models) are another common ontological artifact. An information model provides an organizing structure to information pertaining to a domain of interest, such as microarray data, and describes how different parts of the information at hand, such as the experimental condition and sample description, relate to each other. In biomedical research, Microarray Gene Expression Object Model (MAGE-OM) is an example of a widely known information model. MAGE-OM, along with the controlled terms that are used to populate the information model is referred to as the Microarray Gene Expression Data (MGED) Ontology [17] . The MGED Ontology is used to describe the minimum information about a microarray experiment that is essential to make sense of the numbers comprising the microarray data.
Finally, there are ontologies in the sense of formal representations of knowledge with definitions of concepts, their attributes and relations between them expressed in terms of axioms in some well-defined logic. In biomedical research, several ontologies are striving towards this goal. An example is the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA), which is a knowledge resource for anatomy and represents the classes and relationships necessary for the symbolic modeling of the structure of the human body in a form that is understandable to humans and is also navigable, parseable and interpretable by machinebased systems [18] .
The range of ontology content and structure is mirrored by the diversity of applications of ontologies from the functional perspective. In this review, we group the uses of ontologies into the following classes of biomedical applications:
Search and query of heterogeneous biomedical data Data exchange among applications Information integration Natural Language Processing Representation of encyclopedic knowledge Computer reasoning with data When describing each group of use, we will select an example ontology to illustrate how that ontology has been used in that area to address the specific biomedical needs.
Search and query of heterogeneous biomedical data
It is challenging to unify diverse data sets in a consistent way when the biological relevance of the same entity-such as association with disease or the involvement in certain processes-is labeled differently in different resources. The language of biomedicine contains many synonymous terms, abbreviations and acronyms that can refer to the same concept. For example, the process of creating glucose is referred to using a variety of synonymous terms, including 'glucose synthesis', 'glucose biosynthesis', 'glucose formation', 'glucose anabolism' and 'gluconeogenesis'. An ontology can provide a single identifier (the class or term identifier) for describing such information for each entity and can store alternative names for that entity through the appropriate metadata. The ontology can thus be used as a controlled terminology to describe biomedical entities in terms of their functions, disease involvement, etc, in a consistent way. In addition, the ontology can be augmented with terminological knowledge such as synonymy, abbreviations and acronyms. Ontologies thus enable the community to integrate resources by providing the ability to reliably identify a particular entity or a group of entities based on their biological relevance, such as all proteins associated with cell death.
The gene ontology The GO [3] is perhaps the canonical example of an ontology created for the primary purpose of providing controlled terms for describing biological entities. Historically, different Model Organism Databases (MODs) described the same functions, biological processes and cell components of gene products using different terms. To enable MODs to describe data unambiguously, the GO Consortium was established to create standard sets of terms for describing biological processes, molecular functions and cellular components of gene products (Figure 1 ). These terms describe what the gene products do, where they act, and how they perform these activities.
Thus, the GO has enabled all of the MODs to declare functions, processes and cellularcomponent associations of gene products in an unambiguous manner. To make these assertions, a list of GO terms is associated with each gene product in a process referred to as 'annotation' (Figure 2 ). Such ontology-based annotations are highly valuable both for querying databases and for analyzing high throughput data in the following ways:
GO-based queries: researchers can search GO annotations to find all gene products that are involved in particular biological processes (such as all gene products involved in the process of cell death), that have certain molecular functions, or that are located in a specific cellular component. GO-based analysis of high throughput data: Analysis of GO codes associated with the results of high-throughput data analysis provides biomedical insights into experimental results. The most common task is that of finding over-represented GO categories in a list of genes [19] . The most common procedure for this analysis is to count the number of genes with a particular GO annotation (e.g. genes associated with cell death) in the set of significant genes and to compute the probability for finding the number of genes with that particular GO annotation (cell death), assuming the set of significant genes was a random sample from the genome. If this probability is below a certain (usually arbitrary) threshold, then we conclude that the set of genes is 'significant' in either causing or responding to the experimental condition under which the data were collected.
Other ontologies used for describing entities The Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) is a terminology created by the National Library of Medicine for indexing the medical literature [20] . MeSH provides a standard set of terms that medical librarians use to describe the main topics covered in papers, such as the species studied, funding source and other attributes. Originally conceived to help librarians carry out literature search, the standard names provided by MeSH have proven useful for augmenting natural language processing methods for text processing, extraction and classification [21] [22] [23] [24] . The use of MeSH for providing names for biomedical entities, such as diseases, in these applications is analogous in purpose to the use of GO for providing standard names for biological processes and molecular functions.
The NCI Thesaurus, developed by the National Cancer Institute, integrates molecular and clinical cancer-related information [25] . It provides a controlled terminology that enables researchers to integrate, retrieve, and relate diverse data collected in cancer research. It covers topics such as cancers, findings, drugs, therapies, anatomy, genes, pathways, cellular and subcellular processes, proteins, and experimental organisms. The terminology enables scientists to label experimental results in a standard manner, analogous to GO. NCI Thesaurus enables scientists to link their research findings to disease and molecular patterns [26] . Associating research data with ontology terms also enables efficient search and retrieval of that data, by querying using terms at different levels within the ontology [27] (Figure 3 ).
RadLex is a controlled terminology for radiology, providing terms for the techniques, findings, and diseases associated with medical images [28] . The Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN) is creating ontologies to provide the necessary names for interrelating concepts contained in images as well as in distributed online databases [29] . The use of ontologies for naming entities in the images permits these projects to unify image data and non-image data, as well as streamline search in large image repositories.
Data exchange among applications
Ontologies can be used to specify how information is organized in biomedical databases as well as how data can be exchanged with other resources. The use of ontology in this context is to represent the information itself, to provide an explicit specification of the terms used to express the biomedical information. The ontology makes explicit the relationships among data types in databases, enabling applications to deduce subsumption among classes. One of the benefits of using ontologies for information models is that the information they describe can be published on the Semantic Web if the ontology is represented in RDF Schema or the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [30] . As a result, the growing arsenals of Semantic Web tools can use, integrate and analyze the data.
MAGE-OM, MAGE-ML and the MGED ontology
Microarrays are a common experimental method being used to measure molecular-level biomarkers for a variety of biological states and medical diseases. The creation of large amounts of microarray data and databases for sharing these data resulted in the need for standards in describing microarray experiments and results. The MIAME standard specifies the minimum information needed to describe a microarray experiment, and the MAGE-OM and markup language MAGE-ML provide a mechanism for standardized representation of microarray data for data exchange [17] . The MAGE-OM declares how the different pieces of information relate to one another, and the MAGE-ML conveys the instance data. The MGED Ontology provides a common terminology and structure for annotating microarray experiments, including the design of the experiment and array layout, the preparation of the biological sample and the methods used to analyze the data and is closely tied to the MAGE-OM.
MAGE-OM is currently the primary information model for describing microarray experiments. MAGE-ML is an XML-based markup language that is derived from MAGE-OM and is used to communicate information about microarray-based experiments among researchers and microarray databases.
BioPAX
Knowledge about biomedical pathways is central to scientific research. There are more than 200 biomedical databases containing information pertinent to pathways. BioPAX is an emerging format for sharing knowledge about pathways. It aims to provide a standard for representing metabolic, biochemical, transcription regulation, protein synthesis and signal transduction pathways [31] . BioPAX does not attempt to provide an ontology of the pathway domain per se, but rather a model for pathway data exchange. However, BioPAX is implemented in OWL, so pathways expressed in BioPAX could be seen as ontological representations of the corresponding biological pathways and used for inferential analysis.
Pathways in BioPAX are composed of a set of interactions. The top-level BioPAX definition of pathway is general enough to capture the many kinds of pathways used by biologists. Different kinds of pathway information can be represented in BioPAX.
Currently, leading pathway resources such as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes Figure 3 : Querying at different levels using an ontology.The figure shows a zoomed in region of the directed acyclic graph view resulting from searching for the term Adrenal gland neoplasm. The red node is the term that has been searched for and then clicked by the user, the yellow nodes are the child terms that have at least one sample in the database assigned to that term, grey nodes are child terms with no corresponding samples in the database and burlywood nodes are parent terms with less than 50 samples. Samples can be retrieved for the selected node. (KEGG) [32] , BioCyc [33] and Reactome [34] make their data available in BioPAX format and BioPAX viewers are available as additional modules in pathway analysis tools such as PATIKA [35] and Cytoscape [36] . This provides an opportunity to construct unified pathway resources such as the Pathway Knowledge Base project (PKB), enabling querying across different species and across multiple pathway resources simultaneously. It also enables comparison of the degree of complementary across different pathway sources.
Information integration
Ontologies can streamline the process of integrating, accessing and querying data across diverse resources by providing a description of the contents of biomedical databases and how the contents of different databases relate to one another. Computer reasoning programs can then use such overarching ontologies to determine the appropriate set of resources to retrieve data required to answer queries that span across resources.
TAMBIS
TAMBIS is a project that aimed to provide transparent access to disparate biological databases and analysis tools, enabling users to access and integrate virtually a wide range of biomedical resources [37] . TAMBIS includes an ontology (the TAMBIS ontology 1 ), a knowledge base of biological terminology (the biological Concept Model), a model of the underlying data sources (the Source Model) and a user interface. The Concept Model provides the user with the concepts necessary to construct queries, and shields the user from the details of the various database sources. The Source Model provides a description of the underlying sources and mappings between terms used in the sources and terms in the biological Concept Model. The TAMBIS ontology can be a single access point for multiple biological information sources. Queries are phrased in terms of the ontology, and TAMBIS converts them to query requests to appropriate information sources. A user query is formulated in terms of entities from theTAMBIS ontology (left). In the figure, the query illustrated is: 'find proteins that are homologous to the lard protein and functions in the apoptosis biological process'. This query is based on a overarching Concept Model that subsumes all the information models reflected in the databases that the TAMBIS system covers. The Concept Model-based query is translated into appropriate database-specific queries by the application, issued to each appropriate database, and the results collected and returned to the user (right). Figure 4 shows a tool that uses the TAMBIS ontology to allow users to formulate a query across a set of diverse biomedical sources, virtually integrating these resources. The tools transforms sourceindependent, declarative queries formed from terms in the Concept Model into a set of sourcedependent, executable procedures.
The query process in the tool shown in Figure 4 proceeds in the following phases:
(i) Query formulation: The user formulates a query using terms and relationships in the TAMBIS ontology by constructing a highlevel concept describing information of interest using ontology terms. The output of this phase of the application is a source-independent conceptual query. (ii) Query transformation: The tool examines the ontology terms comprising the query to identify biomedical database sources needed to answer query, and it then constructs a query plan tailored to the requirements of each source database. (iii) Query execution: The tool submits the individual queries to the relevant source databases and collects the results, returning them to the user. The TAMBIS developers created wrappers for each source database so the latter can be accessed in syntactically consistent manner.
BIRNLex
Researchers in the Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN) have recently begun using ontologies to integrate image-and non-image data pertaining to the neurosciences [29] . This community is developing BIRNLex, 2 a standardized lexicon of terms for annotating BIRN data sources. The BIRN data sources include structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) databases and multi-scale image databases from mouse models of human neurological disease using MRI, light and electron microscopic imaging. BIRNLex includes terms for neuro-anatomical nomenclature, experimental paradigm names and definitions and some basic imaging and data collection terms. Similar to the data integration applications for TAMBIS, BIRNLex is enabling polling of distributed data sources to find data that fit researchers' query needs (e.g. 'Find all the imaging datasets from schizophrenic subjects with particular clinical test, from every available database registered to BIRN').
BIRN employs a 'mediator architecture' to link multiple databases, each maintaining their specific local schema, into an accessible federated platform. In a model similar to the TAMBIS tool, the mediator in the BIRN databases uses ontologies to relate and integrate the various source databases when processing a user query. The mediator parses the query and subsequently submits database-specific queries to the relevant data sources. BIRN is currently working on enriching the knowledge contained in the ontology [38] , migrating the ontology to OWL and creating the necessary classes as well as rich relations that will provide the knowledge necessary for computer reasoning with the integrated data sources [39] .
Natural language processing
Natural language processing (NLP) methodsapplied to biomedical text in order to extract information-are increasingly using ontologies. The specific role that ontologies play in NLP applications varies according to the expressivity of the ontologies employed for these tasks. At one end of the spectrum, ontologies provide lexicons to recognize named entities or concepts in text. At the other extreme, ontologies guide NLP by providing knowledge models and templates for capturing facts from text.
Textpresso
Textpresso is an ontology-based system for extracting and retrieving specific information from biomedical text [40] . It is a text-mining tool that allows researchers to locate information of interest in the literature. The Textpresso ontology provides a list of standard categories of biological entities commonly sought in literature (such as genes, mutants, pathways, etc) and patterns for relationships that exist among those entities. For example, the relationship 'activate' may exist between ten category types and there are two lexical variants. Textpresso processes the literature, indexing sentences using terms and patterns from this ontology. The power of Textpresso's search engine is manifest in category searches. When searching for a category, the search is restricted only to those terms that populate that category. For example, if one were to do a simple keyword search for 'HSN', all sentences that mention HSN would be retrieved, whereas in a category search where 'HSN' is restricted to the category of, say, the C. elegans gene, only those sentences that mention the HSN gene of C. elegans would be retrieved. In a category search using relationships, only those sentences in which the relation (such as activate) is found between the allowable category types are retrieved; just a mention of the text string 'activate' will not be retrieved. Thus, the ontology provides knowledge that expands (or restricts) the search and improves information retrieval.
Geneways
The GeneWays project developed a knowledge model that enables representation of signaltransduction pathways in eukaryotes [41] . Unlike the Texpresso ontology, the GeneWays ontology represents the interactions between molecular substances as well as between substances and processes. The ontology is used to store facts extracted from multiple electronic versions of scientific publications using natural language processing techniques to build a consensus view of signal-transduction pathways.
As the accuracy of information extraction in such systems improve in the future, their performance could rival that of human curation [42] . Ultimately, such systems could enable computer inference applications operating on biomedical literature.
Representation of encyclopedic knowledge
Using ontologies as a source for standardized names is perhaps the simplest use of an ontology, but it does not utilize the expressive power of ontologies for representing knowledge about relationships between the biological entities. Many textbooks describe the components making up living systems (the entities) and how they work and interact with other components (the relations). Describing complex knowledge in texts makes that knowledge accessible to humans, but not to machines. Ontologies are increasingly being used to structure and make explicit encyclopedic biomedical knowledge in a form that is accessible to both researchers and machines.
The foundational model of anatomy
The Digital Anatomist Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) [18] is a comprehensive ontology of human anatomy. The FMA contains more than 70 000 entities that describe the elements of canonical human morphology, providing detailed declarative descriptions of anatomic structures. FMA is a reference ontology because it specifies canonical knowledge for the domain of anatomy, in the form of a comprehensive set of entities and a large set of relationships ( Figure 5 ). The FMA was created through disciplined representation of the structural organization of the human body in collaboration with anatomists and knowledge engineers with the goal of providing an electronically accessible encyclopedic reference for anatomic knowledge.
The knowledge in FMA can be used in applications that require detailed information about entities beyond their name or their biological association [43, 44] . Software applications that need anatomical knowledge about particular organs can access FMA as a reference and look up entities and their relations in FMA to determine canonical facts about anatomic structures, such as organ composition, continuity and adjacency ( Figure 5 ).
For example, a tool could be created to use anatomic reference knowledge in the FMA to help radiologists interpret imaging studies, informing them about the anatomic structures affected by abnormalities in adjacent organs ( Figure 6 ). Radiological imaging interpretation can be challenging because anatomic knowledge is needed, but access to that information is limited. Anatomy is incompletely visualized in imaging procedures; some anatomic structures are not visible in radiology images due to limited spatial resolution or to individual patient characteristics (Compare Figure 6C and Figure 6B) . A tool can use FMA to recognize that small anatomic structures such as the thoracic duct are adjacent to larger, visible structures such as the esophagus ( Figure 6A) , and inform the radiologist that an abnormality, such as a mass in the esophagus, may be affecting the adjacent thoracic duct, even though the latter is not visible in the radiographic image ( Figure 6D ). Such detailed anatomic knowledge is useful in informing practitioners about diagnostic possibilities that might be overlooked.
Rubin and colleagues showed that FMA can be useful as a reference knowledge source to predict the anatomic consequences of penetrating injury [45] . The authors developed a software application to deduce all the anatomic structures that could be injured consequent to penetrating trauma-whether those structures were directly in the path of injury or very close to it. In order to perform these inferences, their application used the FMA to find the classes associated with organs that were directly on the path of injury as well as those adjacent to it, informing caretakers about organs that are injured or potentially injured.
Computer reasoning with data
Computer reasoning is perhaps one of the most compelling advantages ontologies can provide in helping researchers exploit the vast amounts of biomedical knowledge available in electronic form. Computer reasoning encompasses methods that use ontologies to make inferences based on the knowledge they contain as well as any additional contextual information or asserted facts. These methods can help researchers think about what information means in the context of what is already known. Tools can utilize formal methods to query and interpret the information at hand [46] .
Hybrow
One of the challenges that computer-reasoning applications can address is integrating current knowledge about biological systems and formulating hypotheses spanning a large number genes and proteins [47] . Currently, it is difficult to determine whether such hypotheses are consistent internally or with data, to refine inconsistent hypotheses and to understand the implications of complicated hypotheses [48] .
HyBrow (Hypothesis Browser) is a system for the representation, manipulation and integration of diverse biological data-such as gene expression, protein interactions and annotations-with prior biological knowledge for the purpose of evaluating alternative hypotheses. The goal of Hybrow is to evaluate and rank hypotheses based on user-defined A screen shot of the FMA (accessible by the FM Explorer on the Web at http://fme.biostr.washington.edu:8089/FME/ index.html) shows that anatomic knowledge is modeled by specifying a large set of rich relations among the anatomic entities. For example, it can be seen that the heart (left) has many relationships to other entities in the FMA (right), such as adjacency, orientation, containment and vascular supply. Specifically, FMA tells us that the heart is contained in the middle mediastinum, and that it is supplied by left and right coronary arteries. 'constraints', and to evaluate consistency of hypotheses with all information available [49] . The HyBrow system enables researchers to pose hypotheses. Hybrow then determines whether those hypotheses are consistent with or contradict existing knowledge contained in its knowledge base (Figure 7) . HyBrow contains three key components: (i) an event-based ontology for representing hypotheses about biological processes at different levels of detail, (ii) a knowledgebase that stores diverse biological information sources such as gene expression, protein interactions and annotations and (iii) end-user programs to help researchers design hypotheses and evaluate those hypotheses based on the knowledge base and rules of inference. Using ontologies for computer aided reasoning.The figure shows a screen shot from HyBrow's result page that illustrates the evaluation of a simple hypothesis: 'Gal2p transports galactose into the cell at the cell membrane. In the cytoplasm, galactose activates Gal3p.Gal3p binds to the promoter of gal1 gene and induces its transcription in the presence of galactose'. This hypothesis was decomposed into events (shown in Figure 8A ). In its assessment, HyBrow reported support from literature and GO annotation for event number 0 (ev0); support from literature for ev1; support from ontology constraints and annotation for ev2 and support from the ontology, literature and data divisions for ev3. HyBrow discovered a conflict for ev3 (marked in light gray) from the annotation rule division since Gal3p is annotated to be primarily in the cytoplasm in presence of galactose. HyBrow then searched for variant events. For ev2 it found an event (Gal4p binds to promoter of gal1) with higher support and for ev3 it found the more meaningful event (Gal4p induces gal1in nucleus in wt in presence of galactose) with the same support but no conflict.These events were inserted in place of the original events to create a neighboring hypothesis that is better than the original hypothesis. HyBrow is able to present to the user its rankings, explanations for them and references to conflicting and supporting data in a summary page.
When a user constructs a hypothesis, HyBrow checks the hypotheses for consistency with the knowledge base, and the support and conflict calls are tallied based upon the logical structure of the hypothesis and presented to the user in a Web interface ( Figure 7 ) [27] .
Currently, HyBrow represents knowledge about the Galactose metabolism in yeast (GAL system) [50] . HyBrow's knowledge base stores the existing knowledge about the GAL system. The knowledge base accommodates available literature, curated primarily from YPD [51] at a coarse level of resolution. The knowledge base was populated by manual curation using loading forms like the EcoCyc database [25] as well as PERL scripting to access the existing public repositories (such as the Saccharomyces Genome Database) to retrieve desired information.
Other ontologies and computer reasoning applications
The FMA has been used in a reasoning application to deduce the physiological consequences of injury to the arteries supplying the heart [52] . The authors represented the knowledge about which arteries supply different regions of the heart in an OWL ontology. Connectivity among different arterial segments was specified via continuity relations, and the concepts of arterial occlusion and heart ischemia were defined. A computer reasoning service posed the problem of inferring heart injury as a classification problem, based on asserting arterial injuries, classifying the resulting ontology and reading off newly-classified anatomical entities that reflected the inferred heart injuries [52] .
Ontologies also provide knowledge for inference in decision support applications. Decision support applications inform practitioners on the preferred practice or optimal decision given the specific contexts. The ATHENA decision support system implements medical guidelines for high blood pressure in patients [53] . The system helps physicians to manage patients with high blood pressure and recommends guideline-concordant choices of drug therapy. The ATHENA ontology specifies eligibility criteria, risk stratification, blood pressure targets, relevant associated diseases and preferred drugs within each drug class. The system allows clinical experts to customize the ontology to incorporate new evidence or to reflect local interpretations of guideline ambiguities.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this review, we have surveyed biomedical ontologies from a functional perspective-in terms of how they are used in applications. This approach is helpful to those coming into the field to get a sense for the spectrum of potential use cases and to recognize opportunities for ontology to help with their particular use case. This perspective focuses on the consumers of ontologies-individuals who care about the ways ontologies can be used to enable research, discovery and health care.
The proliferation in ontologies has also created opportunities for new research for producers of ontologies and tools, as well as for the ontology field in general. The community of ontology users will increasingly need tools to help them to find, reconcile and relate the growing number of biomedical ontologies. A number of tools and services for this purpose are already being developed. For example, Swoogle (http://swoogle.umbc.edu/) is a search engine that automatically collects ontologies available on the Web. Users can search for ontologies by entering keywords that Swoogle matches to labels of classes and properties. Swoogle ranks the results based on the information provided by links between ontologies. The Ontology Lookup Service from the European Bioinformatics Institute provides a centralized query interface for ontologies in the Open Biomedical Ontology (OBO) format [54] . BioPortal, created by the National Center for Biomedical Ontology, provides a virtual ontology library [55] where users can submit their ontologies in a variety of ontology formats. BioPortal organizes ontologies according to a set of categories (such as anatomy, genomics, development, etc), enabling users to find groups of ontologies of interest (Figure 8 ) as well as to visualize them ( Figure 9 ). BioPortal users will be able to rate ontologies, comment on how appropriate ontologies are for specific tasks and how well they cover their target domain.
Furthermore, as the field of biomedical ontologies expands, ontologies inevitably will cover overlapping domains, and researchers will need to relate them to one another. Researchers are developing a plethora of tools for identifying relations between concepts in different ontologies automatically or semi-automatically [56] . These tools perform with varying effectiveness [57] and none of them are perfect. In the future, we envision that tools, like BioPortal, will integrate the results of automatic algorithms with mappings developed by a community of domain experts in an open way. Another future direction for ontology research is in developing metrics for ontology quality and in creating tools to enable the user community to evaluate ontology quality. As ontologies get used more widely in different applications, their users may want to report feedback, to point to errors, and to request additions and extensions from ontology authors [58, 59] . Tools such as BioPortal will provide the community with the ability to submit feedback on the quality and utility of particular ontologies. For example, people browsing ontologies will be able to suggest that a class should be moved to a different part of the ontology, that it should be split into two or more classes, or that it should be renamed and so on. Such structured feedback could include information about who created the note and when, so that the ontology developers can establish trust relationships in this user feedback, enabling them to determine those comments to which they should pay particular attention.
CONCLUSIONS
The number of biomedical researchers interested in biomedical ontology has been rapidly expanding, as have the number of ontologies. This growth in interest and content has both enabled and fragmented the field. For those not already highly knowledgeable about biomedical ontology, it can be helpful to organize ones thinking about them from a functional perspective-how can ontologies be used to enable biomedical research. For those interested in participating in developing ontologies, the paradigms for creating them is evolving, bringing new challenges related to coordinated development and maximally benefiting from reuse. At the same time, new tools are appearing to meet the challenges and to enable biomedical researchers to benefit fully from the growing ontology resources. 
Key Points
There is a growing community interested in using and producing biomedical ontologies. The diversity of ontologies and their content can bewilder those not already deeply familiar with the field; it is helpful to consider bio-ontologies from a functional perspective. Ontologies are used in biomedicine for describing biological entities, specifying information models, enabling Natural Language Processing, specifying data exchange formats and semantics of data for information integration as well as for providing reference encyclopedic knowledge and enabling computer reasoning with biomedical data. There will likely be continued growth in biomedical ontologies as well as new tools and paradigms for people to work with them. 
